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A NOTE ON CAUCHY PRODUCTS 
BY 
G. MATTHEWS 
(Communicated by Prof. J. F. KoKSMA at the meeting of May 28, 1960) 
In this note, we apply infinite matrix theory to Cauchy products. 
Let A be the matrix defined by 
(1) 
Then if {un} is any sequence, we have 
Further, let U =U1 +u2 + .. . , Up = u1 + u2 + ... + up, and similarly with 
other letters. The Cauchy-Mertens theorem states that "i,qn is convergent 
whenever L,Jvnl and "i,un are convergent, and that then Q= UV, (see, for 
example, [1], 228). "i,qn is the Cauchy product of "i,un and "i,vn. We shall 
not, however, necessarily require the series concerned to be convergent, 
(cf. [1], 234, where it is proved that if Un=o(1) and "i,nJvnJ < = , then 
Qp- VUp ~ 0 when p ~ =). 
I. A necessary and sufficient condition for "i,qn to be convergent whenever 
Un ~ l is that "i,V n should be absolutely convergent. 
We have L::'~ 1 qn = "i~~ILkan,kUk = LkL~~ 1 an,kUk. Thus, if "i,qn is to 
converge whenever Un ~ l, the matrix B= (bm,k) , where bm,k= 2:,~~ 1 an ,k, 
must be convergence-preserving for sequence-sequence transformations. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for this are ([2], 63) (i) L k J 2:,~~ 1 an,kl ,;;; M, 
(ii) lim"i,~~ 1 an,k exists for all k, (iii) LkL~~ 1 an,k =Am~rx as m~=. 
,_.00 
Conditions (ii), (iii) imply respectively only the convergence of "i,vt, "i,Vt, 
while (i) is equivalent to the absolute convergence of "i,Vt. The result 
follows. 
Corollary. A necessary and sufficient condition for "i,qn to converge 
wherever Un = o( 1) is that "i,V n should be absolutely convergent. 
The conditions forB, as defined above, to transform every null sequence 
into a convergent one are as before, except t hat (iii) is no longer necessary, 
[2], 63. Thus the absolute convergence of "i,V n is also necessary and 
sufficient in this case. 
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II. A necessary and sufficient condition for 2,qn to be convergent whenever 
{un} E 0, the space of stationary sequences, is that 2,V n should be convergent. 
This follows at once from a result of H. S. ALLEN [3], viz. that the set 
of matrices which map the sequence space 0 into any sequence space fJ 
is the set of all matrices A= (an,k) such that (i) column vectors of A one 
in {J, (ii) the series 2,tan,i are convergent, (iii) the sequence {2,tan,i} is in {J. 
Taking fJ as the space of sequences {qn} such that 2,qn is convergent, 
conditions (i), (ii) imply only the convergence of 2,vn, while (iii) is 
equivalent to the convergence of v1 + ( v1 + v2) + ( v1 + v2 + v3) + ... , i e., 
of 2,V n, as required. 
III. A necessary and sufficient condition for Qn to be bounded whenever 
U n is bounded is that 2,vn should be absolutely convergent. 
·I have recently identified the class of matrices A which transform 
every sequence {un} such that Un is bounded into another such sequence 
[ 4]; necessary and sufficient conditions on A are (i) Lk J!f~ 1 ai,k- ai,k+ll < M 
independently of n, (ii) an,k--+ 0 as k--+ oo for all n. Taking A as the 
matrix (1) above, the result follows. 
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